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The collection "CLASSIC LINE", which was born in 2018, is We are free to design bags that deviate from 

fashion. 

 

A new product has been added to the 2022 classic line. KENTO HASHIGUCHI has a lineup of square 

handbag and backpack, and pentagonal and hexagonal shoulder bags. 

 

 
OLDEN SQUARE 



 

SHOPPER SQUARE 

 

 
PENTA 

 

 



HEXA 

 

Product Details 

 

■OLDEN SQUARE 

COLOR：Ivory / Black 

MATERIAL：Coated canvas(PVC) 

SIZE：26 × 27 × 8 cm 

MADE IN：Japan 

 

We redesigned the student bag to a medium size modernly, used in the past. The design is simple, but 

the metal fitting in the center is characteristic. There are four ways to hold the bag; handbag, shoulder 

bag, vertical backpack, and horizontal backpack. 

 

 



 

■SHOPPER SQUARE 

COLOR：Ivory / Black / Gray / Sand Gray 

MATERIAL：Coated canvas(PVC) 

SIZE：23 × 23 × 11 cm 

MADE IN：Japan 

 

SHOPPER is inspired by a paper bag. Although it looks like a paper bag, We attached the 

bottom studs and fittings in the edges of the fabric to make it solidly. The height is the 

same as 500ml PET bottle. 

 

 

■PENTA 

COLOR：Ivory / Black 

MATERIAL：Cow leather  

SIZE：19 × 20 × 7 cm 

MADE IN：Japan 

 

An elegant bag that balance on a pentagonal body and a circular flap. Day or night 

adjustable strap makes it comfortable for daily life. If the shoulder strap is the shortest, 



it will be the length of the handbag. If it is long, it can be slanted. 

 

 

■HEXA 

COLOR：Ivory / Black 

MATERIAL：Cow leather  

SIZE：20 × 18 × 7 cm 

MADE IN：Japan 

 

An elegant bag that balance on a hexagonal body and a circular flap. Day or night adjustable strap 

makes it comfortable for daily life. If the shoulder strap is the shortest, it will be the length of the 

handbag. If it is long, it can be slanted. 

 

■KENTO HASHIGUCHI 

Kyoto bag brand. A design that has a characteristic that can be recognized as our work in simplicity. We 

make bags not only as fashion but also as a product that becomes a part of our lives. 

 

■Profile 

Name: KENTO HASHIGUCHI 

Established: January 2018 

Online Store：https://en.kentohashiguchi.com/shop 

E-mail：info@kentohashiguchi.com 
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